Environment Policy

Protecting the environment is our duty towards life. At every step, we are conscious of fulfilling our responsibility in sustaining our planet. We firmly believe in, and are committed to monitoring and improving environmental performance, pollution prevention and environmental protection.

These aims will be achieved through:

- Adopt structured approach toward sustainability.
- Implement the code of practices of Responsible Care initiative to achieve international benchmark in pollution prevention.
- Comply with all applicable statutory and other requirements pertaining to Environmental Management System (EMS) as well as make necessary improvements to go beyond compliances.
- Follow the international environmental policies, best practices, efficient technologies to improve our environmental performance.
- Utilise natural resources to meet the need of the present without compromising the need of future generations.
- Conserve natural resources by their responsible use and achieve reduction in our environmental footprint.
- Create culture of practicing environmental management system, procedures among employees.
- Promote environmental awareness among employees & community.
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